W/C 1.6.2020 - Year 2 - Home Learning
This week in English we will cover a range of skills including spelling, writing and reading.
In maths we would like you to focus on 10 times-table, grouping, sharing and odd/even numbers. We will
continue to use the White Rose Maths website to provide a video activity and the follow up activity
sheet for each day will be attached separately, along with the answer sheet for each. See the outline on
the next page for details.
In topic we will be learning about the History of Cadbury World.
Please scroll down to find the activities and sheets that you will need. How you structure your week at
home is of course entirely up to you (parents). We appreciate that it is challenging to work from home with
children, while trying to home school them at the same time, so please use your discretion as to when to
deliver these activities. There is no expectation to have work sent back to us.
Please do not feel you have to print sheets off if there isn’t the need to. Use the worksheet on the screen
for children to point/refer to. We have included an overview chart briefly explaining all the activities.
It has been a pleasure to hear your voices on the phone again this week. It seems we’re learning a lot more
house hold / life skills over these past few weeks. We’ve heard about cleaning, tidying and even some home
decorating being taught! Wow!
If we haven’t spoken to you yet, please don’t worry - we will be calling you every few weeks just to see
how you’re all doing. If ever there was something urgent, that couldn’t wait, please contact the school via
enquiry@coppice.bham.sch.uk or via the school telephone number on 0121 464 7022.
Twitter - @CoppiceB75
If you want to share some of the work the children are particularly proud of or you wish to show us some
other fun they’ve had at home (baking, making, creating), then please share it by tweeting us @coppiceb75
It’s always a pleasure to see you having fun.
Thank you to those parents that managed to tweet us a picture over the past few weeks. If you haven’t
yet, we would love to see what you have been doing. A big thank you to the hard work that is happening
at home in regard to home learning - keep up the good work.

Week commencing 1st June 2020
Literacy

Maths

Reading
Reading for pleasure for
15 minutes at least 5x
per week.

Topic

Warm ups:
Times table speed
tests: https://
www.timestables.co.uk
/speed-test/
This week, we have
focused more on the
Select either 2, 5 or
written, than reading
10 times table (try 3 if
tasks.
you score high in the
Reading Task 1 - Read others)

History

the acrostic poems to
familiarise yourself with
the type of poetry.

Name and design a
wrapper for a new
chocolate bar

Year 2 Maths: Wc
1.6.2020
Please follow the link
Reading Task 2 Use this verb mat to help to access the videos
you use powerful verbs in for the maths learning
your own acrostic poem. we are doing this
week:
Reading Task 3 https://
Write your own acrostic
poem, using your name. whiterosemaths.com/
Remember to start each homelearning/year-2/
The sheets are now
alongside this pack as
Reading Task 4 a follow up to the
Write a new acrostic
videos.
poem, but this time
Lesson 1: ten times table
about one of the y2
Lesson 2: make equal
teachers! If you are
groups (sharing)
struggling to choose one Lesson 3: make equal
teacher, write about each groups (grouping)
one and choose your
Lesson 4: odd and even
favourite. Get your
numbers.
parents to tweet us, if
For lesson five, there is an
you want us to see it.
optional quiz/challenge.
line with one letter.

Reading Task 4 Acrostic poem about key
worker.
Writing
All of the tasks this week
are short writing tasks.
You can choose the ones
you like the most.

Optional extension:
See the sheet in the
maths section of this
pack.

Other
10.00am - Maths with
Carol Vorderman
www.themathsfactor.c
Writing Task 1 & 2
See the sheets for details. om

Use the powerpoint to
find out about John
Cadbury.
Extension
Research 1 other
significant person from
Birmingham

P.E

9.00am - PE with Joe Mindfulness —
Talk about senses and how
Wicks https://
different senses can calm us
youtu.be/6vdown. Look at touch and
a_dpwhro
make a calm/stress ball
Animal Gymnastics—
follow the sheet to
create some animal
shapes and stretches.

Using the PE at home
sheet, practise some
of the activities.
Draw an advert for an
existing Cadbury bar or Focus on the explore,
practise, develop.
copy one of John
Cadbury’s
This one is all about
gymnastics - yay!
Create a timeline of John
Have fun and don’t
Cadbury’s life.
forget to tweet us
videos of you
Challenge!
Which favourite
exercising or trying
chocolate bar belongs to out a new skill!
which teacher?

PSHE
Challenge yourself and
your family to 10 fun
activities you will need to
persevere at.

Spelling and Phonics
Task 1— Review:
Which words have long/
short vowel sounds?
What vowels can you see
in the names?
Play ‘What’s the rule?’
Task 2— Spelling suffix
words:
Follow the prompts in
task 2 and then
complete the activity
listed.
Task 3— Tricky words:
Follow the prompts on
the sheets to practise
reading and spelling
tricky words (common
exception words)

Other

GoNoodle - this will
require a sign in for
some of the
resources, but the
accounts are free.

character:
1) Get a balloon and insert
a small funnel in the
opening.
2)pour flour into the balloon
through the funnel.
3) seal the balloon, ensuring
no air is trapped.
4) decorate your balloon.,
adding a face—your
character is ready to
squeeze!

Other Optional
Spelling Tasks
https://
www.sirlinkalot.org/
lessons/
Request a free code on
the website to then
access spelling videos and
spelling bundles
(recommend level 1)
https://
www.youtube.com/
channel/
UCP_FbjYUP_UtldV2
K_-niWw/videos
Useful if your child needs
to revisit phonics blending
(look at year 1 later
lessons)

Reading

Reading Task 1 - Acrostic Poetry
You will notice that in an acrostic poem (which we have learned about before),
each line starts with a letter from a word. In this case, the word spells out CAT.
These 2 poems have a different level of detail. The first has single words and the
second has sentences. The author chooses how much or how little detail they use.
Which do you prefer and why? Tell someone in your family.

Example 1 (a basic acrostic)
L

azy in the day

I

ncredible creature

O range-coloured fur
N oble cat.
Example 2 (uses more description)
R is for Rocky, my handsome dog
O is for obedient, he's a good boy
C is for cheeky!
K is for king, he rules our house!
Y is for young, he's still a puppy.

Reading Task 1 - Acrostic Poetry

Reading Task 1 - Acrostic Poetry

Reading
Task 2

Reading Task 3 - Write your own
Your task is to write your own acrostic poem, using your name. Make
sure the start of each line is one of the letters in your name. If you’d like
to, you can use your first and last name. See the example below to inspire you (don’t forget to use task 2’s sheet to help you with powerful
verbs).

Joyous bundle of fun.
Always on the go - never resting.
Sleeps a little bit.
Perfect partner in crime.
Energetic and full of life.
Running around trying to catch you.

Reading Task 4 - Write your own
Write a new acrostic poem, but this time about one of the y2 teachers!
If you are struggling to choose one teacher, write about each one and
choose your favourite. Get your parents to tweet us, if you want us to see it.
The names are below to help you get the spellings right. (don’t forget to use
task 2’s sheet to help you with powerful verbs).
Mrs Kay, Mrs Smith, Mrs Dodwell, Mrs Langley, Mr Matthiesen

Reading Task 5 - Write your own
Write an acrostic poem about a key worker! You can choose any role that
you can think of, but here are some ideas: nurse, doctor, midwife, postman,
delivery driver, cashier, refuse collector, shop assistant, teacher, farmer,
teaching assistant, carer, police officer, fire fighter, soldier.

Writing

Writing Task 1 - Choose one question to write about each
day.

Describe what makes your family special.
Write a question you would ask the Queen.
Write a question you would ask a celebrity. Who would
it be?
When you click your fingers something magical happens.
Describe what happens.
If you could ban one thing in the world, what would you
choose and why?

Writing Task 2 - Choose one task each day.

Writing Task 2 - Choose one task each day.

Writing Task 2 - Choose one task each day.

Spelling
and
Phonics

Phonics/spellings Task 1 - look and talk activity
Revision:

Phonics/spellings Task 1 continued...
Answers on the next page!

Phonics/spellings Task 1 continued...
Answers:

Phonics/spellings Task 2—Look, talk and write
activity

Can you put them into a sentence?

Phonics/spellings Task 3—look, talk and write

Tricky words for reading:

parents clothes
water

plants

What can be tricky when reading these words?

Phonics/spellings Task 3—continued...

Tricky words for writing:

fast last

past

What can be tricky when spelling these words?

Read them in sentences:

Speed write each tricky word, one at a time. How many
times can you write the word down, spelling it correctly in
1 minute?

fast last

past

Phonics/spellings Task 3—continued...

Maths

Maths extensions—optional

Topic

History
Learning Objective
To learn about a historical, significant person from the local area.
This week we are learning all about John Cadbury, who we are sure you
recognise the name of. This topic was going to end with a trip to Cadbury
World, but sadly, due to social distancing we will no longer be able to go.
However, when everywhere is open again ask an adult to take you to
Cadbury World, so you can see what John Cadbury and his family created.
You’ll see history come to life!

Your task this week is to read the powerpoint slides about the history of
John Cadbury and answer the questions that follow. They do not have to
be answered in full sentences. The activity has been made so you are able
to carry it out independently—so challenge yourself if you can, and
complete it on your own! Each question tells you the slide number that you
will find the answer on. If you don’t want to write your answers on the
sheet that is fine, talk them through with an adult.
It is quite fascinating to learn about the history of such a world famous
chocolate factory and we are all lucky to live in the city where it all
began.
At the end are some extension activities to extend your learning. They
are quite fun too. We think there is a least one you’ll really want to do!
Also, have a go at the challenge. How well do you know your teachers
favourite treat?
If you wish to, you can enjoy a virtual trip of Cadbury World: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHB216WsmU4&feature=youtu.be

Slide 1

John
Cadbury

1

Slide 2
John Cadbury was born 12th August 1801. He is famous for creating the
modern chocolate bar by developing a process to harden chocolate.

His mother and father
were called Elizabeth
and Richard Cadbury.
They had ten children
altogether, John was
their fourth child
born.
He lived with his
family at 92, Bull
Street in Birmingham.

2

Slide 3
John Cadbury was not allowed to join the military or go to university. He
became interested in starting a business.
In 1817, he worked as an apprentice in a tea shop in Leeds.
In 1824, his father lent him the money to open a one man grocery shop next
door to the family house in Bull Street. It also sold silk and material. Cadbury
fitted a plate glass shop window, which at the time was very modern. He hired
a Chinese man to work there.

John Cadbury's original shop in
1824 in Bull Street

3

Slide 4

Experimenting with his mortar and pestle, John
Cadbury produced a range of cocoa and chocolate
drinks. The products were sold in blocks: customers
scraped a little off into a cup or saucepan and added
hot milk or water.

John Cadbury was very good at advertising. His first
advertisement was in the Birmingham Gazette in
March 1824.
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Slide 5

More of John Cadbury’s advertisements

5

Slide 6
Gradually, John became interested in manufacturing, and in 1831, he decided to
rent a four storey warehouse (an old malthouse) on Crooked Lane.
John's 2nd premises in Crooked
Lane

One of the luxury items he sold was drinking chocolate as well as cocoas. It cost a
lot of money to make chocolate because the cocoa beans had to be bought from
far away countries so it meant only the rich could afford to drink chocolate.

He soon became one of the leading cocoa and drinking
chocolate traders in Birmingham. The popularity and
growing sales of John Cadbury's cocoa and drinking
chocolate of 'superior quality' set the future for the family
business.
John hoped that one day his tea, coffee and chocolate would be able to be bought
by anyone no matter how poor or rich they were.
6

Slide 7
John and
Priscilla’s
marriage
certificate.

John married 26 year-old Priscilla Ann
Dymond on 9 Mar 1826 in Devon.
Sadly, she died two years later.

On the 24th July 1832, John married 27 year-old
Candia Barrow. They had seven children. There names
were John, Richard, Maria, George, Joseph, Edward
and Henry .

John’s second wife was
called Candia Barrow

John, Candia and their family
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Slide 8
By 1842, John was selling 16 varieties of drinking chocolate and 11 different
cocoas. As John's Cadbury’s manufacturing enterprise grew, his brother Benjamin
joined the business in 1848.

Benjamin Cadbury and John Cadbury

As the Cadbury brothers' business boomed, it moved into a new, larger factory on
Bridge Street that was more central and connected to the canal. They now had
access to all major British ports. Fortunately, it became cheaper to buy cocoa
beans from abroad so their main product became more affordable to everyone.

John Cadbury’s 3rd premises at Bridge Street
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Slide 9
In 1854 Queen Victoria gave the Cadbury brothers their first Royal Warrant which meant
they were now the people who made chocolate for the queen.
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Slide 10

Sadly, in 1855 John’s wife Candia died which made John very sad. John felt too sad
to work hard at Cadbury’s and his brother Benjamin left the business because it was
not earning enough money.

In 1861, John handed over his deteriorating business to his two sons, Richard and
George.

George and Richard as young
boys.
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Slide 11
In 1868, the Cadbury company manufactured and sold the first mass
produced box of chocolates, in addition to selling individual bars and
chocolate pieces.
The first box of chocolates was created for
Valentine’s Day.

By 1897, Cadbury was producing chocolate bars made with milk. In 1875,
the company produced their first Easter Eggs, filled with sugar coated
chocolate pieces.

Manufacturing the first Easter eggs in the Cadbury factory.
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Slide 12
John dedicated the rest of his life to helping the local communities in
Birmingham. He began to care for his people as much as he used to care about
his business.
John worked hard speaking and writing to the Government to try to stop
people being cruel to animals. He also tried to stop people from making young
children work as chimney sweeps and encourage them to go to school.
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Slide 13
In 1895, the Cadbury family purchased a large area of land near Birmingham, to
house their workers. They wanted to carry on with their father’s idea that people
needed to be free and experience family life outdoors. They built their workers
houses with space to live comfortably and gardens to enjoy playing and relaxing
in. It became known as the factory gardens. The village was called Bournville and
is still seen as a model society nowadays.
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Slide 14
John Cadbury died on the 11th May1889.

He is buried in Birmingham.
Today, Cadbury is the second largest candy and chocolate company in the
world. The company employs over 70,000 people in 50 countries.

Some of the chocolate bars
Cadbury produces today.

Over 100 years after John Cadbury produced his first
chocolate the Cadbury factory is still producing chocolate
nowadays. It is now open to visitors to find out about its
history and even some of the secrets of how to make
14
Cadbury’s wonderful chocolate.

L.O. To learn about a significant person in the local area.
Use the powerpoint slides to help you answer the following questions. The slide you will find the
answer on is written above each question.
1.

What is the name of the significant person we are learning about?

(slide 1)

________________________________________________________________________
2. When was John Cadbury born?

(slide 2)

_________________________________________________________________________
3. What is John Cadbury famous for?

(slide 2)

________________________________________________________________________
4. Where did John Cadbury live as a child and who with?

(slide 2)

________________________________________________________________________
5. What was John Cadbury doing in 1817?

(slide 3)

________________________________________________________________________

6. Where was John Cadbury’s first shop and what did it sell?

(slide 3)

________________________________________________________________________
7. What did John Cadbury produce whilst experimenting with a pestle and mortar?

(slide 4)

_________________________________________________________________________
8. When and where was John Cadbury’s first advertisement advertised?

(slide 4)

_________________________________________________________________________

9. Write a short sentence about what you think about Cadbury’s advertisements.

(slide 5)

________________________________________________________________________
10. Where was John’s second premises?

(slide 6)

________________________________________________________________________
11. Why did it cost a lot of money to make chocolate and who could afford it?

(slide 6)

________________________________________________________________________
12. How many wives and children did John have?

(slide 7)

________________________________________________________________________
13. What was John Cadbury selling by 1842?

(slide 8)

________________________________________________________________________
14. What made chocolate more affordable for everyone?

(slide 8)

________________________________________________________________________
(slide 9)
15. Who did John Cadbury include in his advertisement in 1854? Why?
________________________________________________________________________
16. What did John do in 1861?

(slide 10)

________________________________________________________________________
17. For what occasion were the first box of chocolates created?

(slide 11)

________________________________________________________________________

18. During his retirement, what did John Cadbury try to stop happening?

(slide 12)

_______________________________________________________________________

(slide 13)
19. Following on from John Cadbury’s idea, what did the Cadbury family do for their workers in
1895?
________________________________________________________________________
20. When did John Cadbury die and where is he buried?

(slide 14)

________________________________________________________________________

Extension Work
•

•

•
•

•
•

Find out about any other historical, significant person from
Birmingham.
(Neville Chamberlain, Matthew Boulton, Alexander Parkes, Alfred
Bird, Josiah Mason, J.R.R. Tolkien)
Have a competition with a member of your family—who knows the
names of the most chocolate bars?
Name and design a new chocolate bar and wrapper.
Draw an advert for an existing chocolate bar or try copying one of
the ones John Cadbury created.
Create a timeline of John Cadbury’s life.
Ask an adult to buy you 2 different Cadbury chocolate bars and after
you’ve eaten a bite of each write a review—which one was your
favourite and why? Finish your chocolate bars on different days! Let
us know which ones are the best!
Challenge
Which Cadbury chocolate bar is favourite to which teacher?
Mrs Smith
Mr Matthiesen
Mrs Kay
Mrs Dodwell
Miss Langley

Answers in next weeks pack!

PSHE

Continuing with the theme of resilience (that we revised before
our week off) this week we would like to see if you can complete
10 fun challenges which can be done individually or together with
your family.
Please note some of these activities require space to enable them
to be carried out safely.
See if you can complete all 10 challenges and fill in the 10-star
poster. If you can’t print the poster, be creative and design one
yourself.
For more activities or to find out about Premier League Primary
Stars you can visit the website.
https://plprimarystars.com/

PE

